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(Summary Spread 9). Checked rain gauge in the yard MVP-PY-006 and found no rainfall in the raingauge. EI preformed SWPPP
Inspection on the MVP-PY-006. EI walked the boundary of the LOD and observed the compost filter sock around the boundary was
installed and in good condition. EI observed some of the stone, and loose items had been removed from upon the compost filter
sock. EI observed the misc trash had been pickup and removed. EI observed the secondary containments under the generators
and light plants had no or very small amounts of water from the rain events. EI observed the crews have cleaned up the fluid
deposits on the stone in the yard. No other environmental issues were noted during today’s inspection

Crews have removed the loose items, and stones from on top of the compost filter sock. Crews have cut the grass and weeds
from around the boundary compost filter sock, and collected the loose trash from the yard.
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MVP-PY-006_081018 lumber removed from
filter sock. Looking E. See photo for gps data.

MVP-PY006_081018 weeds and tall grass
cleared from filter sock. Looking E. See photo
for gps data.

MVP-PY-006_081018 stones removed from
filter sock. Looking SE. See photo for gps
data.

MVP-PY-006_081018 loose items and tall
grass removed from the compost filter sock.
Looking E. See photo for gps data.

MVP-PY-006_081018. Secondary containment
with some storm water. No sheen present.
Looking NW. See photo for gps data.

MVP-PY-006_081018 secondary containment
with storm water no sheen present. Looking
SE. See phot for gps data.
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